
Bathroom Exercise PTSD Worksheet
Name:

Instructions: For the next seven consecutive days, take a mindful shower or bath, paying 
attention to your thoughts, feelings, and sensations before and after. Complete the worksheet 
by documenting these experiences to understand how this routine affects depersonalization 
symptoms.

Day Before Shower/Bath After Shower/Bath

1 Sensations:

Thoughts:

Feelings:

2 Sensations:

Thoughts:

Feelings:

3 Sensations:

Thoughts:

Feelings:



4 Sensations:

Thoughts:

Feelings:

5 Sensations:

Thoughts:

Feelings:

6 Sensations:

Thoughts:

Feelings:

7 Sensations:

Thoughts:

Feelings:

The worksheet is inspired by “The PTSD Workbook by Tijana Mandic, Ph.D.”


	Before ShowerBathSensations: I felt a tingling sensation all over my body, like tiny ants crawling.

	After ShowerBathSensations: I still felt the warmth of the water lingering on my skin.

	Before ShowerBathThoughts: My mind was racing with thoughts about my upcoming work presentation.

	After ShowerBathThoughts: My thoughts were still centered on my work presentation, but they were slightly more organized.
	Before ShowerBathFeelings: I was anxious and stressed before the shower, but I felt a bit more relaxed afterward.
	After ShowerBathFeelings:  I felt a bit more confident and less anxious after the shower.
	Before ShowerBathSensations_2: There was a slight chill in the bathroom, and I could feel goosebumps on my skin.


	After ShowerBathSensations_2: My skin felt soft and refreshed.

	Before ShowerBathThoughts_2: I couldn't stop thinking about an argument I had with a friend.

	After ShowerBathThoughts_2: The argument with my friend was still on my mind, but I could think more rationally.
	Before ShowerBathFeelings_2: I felt sad and agitated before, but I felt a bit clearer and calmer after the shower.
	After ShowerBathFeelings_2: I was less agitated and felt a tad more hopeful.
	Before ShowerBathSensations_3: The warm water felt soothing as it cascaded down my back.



	After ShowerBathSensations_3: My body felt looser, and I had a sense of physical relief.
	Before ShowerBathThoughts_3: I was preoccupied with worries about my financial situation.
	After ShowerBathThoughts_3: I continued to think about my finances, but with a slightly clearer perspective.
	Before ShowerBathFeelings_3: I started off feeling overwhelmed, but the shower brought a temporary sense of relief.
	After ShowerBathFeelings_3: I felt a bit more optimistic about managing my finances after the shower.
	Sensations: 
	0: The scent of my lavender shampoo was relaxing.

	1: The soothing scent of lavender lingered on my skin.


	Thoughts: 
	0: My mind was racing with thoughts of an upcoming family gathering.
	1: The family gathering was still a concern, but I felt more prepared to handle it.

	Feelings: 
	0: I was initially stressed, but the shower helped me feel more composed.
	1: I felt more composed and ready to face the upcoming family event.

	Sensations_2: 
	0: The water pressure was invigorating, and I could feel my muscles relaxing.
	1: My muscles remained relaxed, and I felt a sense of physical well-being.

	Thoughts_2: 
	0: I was dwelling on a mistake I made at work.
Feelings: 
	1: I couldn't completely shake off thoughts about the work mistake, but they were less distressing.

	Feelings_2: 
	0: I was tense before, but the shower eased some of the tension, and I felt a bit more at ease. 
	1: I was less tense and felt a bit more in control of the situation.

	Sensations_3: 
	0: 
The sound of water splashing was calming.

	1: I still felt a sense of calm from the soothing shower.

	Thoughts_3: 
	0: I kept replaying a past traumatic event in my mind.
	1: The traumatic event continued to intrude, but it was slightly less intense.

	Feelings_3: 
	0: I felt distressed before the shower, and it continued afterward.
	1: I still felt distressed, but the shower provided a brief respite.

	Sensations_4: 
	0: The steam in the bathroom made me feel like I was in a different world.
Thoughts: 
	1: The steam's calming effect persisted, and I felt more present.

	Thoughts_4: 
	0: I was lost in thought about a recent breakup.
Feelings:
	1: Thoughts of the breakup lingered, but they were less overwhelming.

	Feelings_4: 
	0: I was sad and nostalgic before, and the shower didn't change that much.
	1:  I remained sad but felt a bit more grounded in the present moment.
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